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THAT YOU CAN 
START DOING TODAY
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INVESP

45% of consumers say 
they are more likely to 
shop on with 
personalized 
recommendations

MailChimp

Segmented and 
personalized campaigns 
have a 14.31% higher 
open rate and 100.95% 
higher clicks

Periscope By McKinsey

31% of consumers say 
personalization 
prompts them to act

Aberdeen

Personalization increase
s click-through rates by 
an average of 14% and 
improves conversions 
by 10%

Evergage

98% say it advances 
customer relationships, 
and 48% plan to spend 
more on personalization 
compared with 37% in 
2018

Epsilon

80% of customers are 
more likely to make a 
purchase when their 
experience is 
personalized



VARIABLES IN IMAGES
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- Custom fonts 

- Font Size

- Positioning(tilt, skew)

- Effects (stroke, drop shadows, glow)

- Multiple variables in a single image
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MORE THAN JUST NAME
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- Progress Emails for an Account, Project or Task

- Account Summaries (Monthly, Yearly)

- Loyalty or Rewards Status
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Loyalty and Rewards Emails

Variables used throughout 
the email showing:

Name
Enrollment Date
Total Days
Activities
Points
Rewards Status
Refers 
And more!
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User Status Emails

Shows current rank of each 
subscriber as well as the 
closest competitors to them.  
16 unique variables in each 
image.



COUNTDOWN TIMERS
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- Create urgency each time your email is 
opened

- Custom fonts, backgrounds, effects

- Image and Link change after the timer 
expires
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DYNAMIC COUNTDOWN 
TIMERS
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- Use Subscriber Variables (Dates)

- Birthdays, Delivery Dates, Trial Expiration

- Limited time Promotional Offers (Welcome 
Emails or Abandoned Cart Emails)

- Upcoming hotel stays, flights or shipping
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PHOTOSHOP TIMERS
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- Custom Design your own Timers

- Place Day, Hour, Minute and Second variables
anywhere you want

- Use multiple fonts, layering and other effects
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DEVICE AND LOCATION
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- Target Specific Device with Images/Links
Desktop/Mobile
Operating System
Email Client
Hardware/Mobile Carrier

- Add to Calendar (image/link by email client)

- Image/Link swapping by Location
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Device Targeting

Shows different images for each device 
that opens the email.

- Galaxy S7, S7 Edge, S8, S9, S10+

- Each image has a different link 
depending on the image.
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Operating System Detection

Auto detects operating system on the 
device that is viewing the email and 
displays the appropriate App Button and 
Link.

- Google Play
- IOS
- Web Version
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Maps

Use IP to target the subscriber at the 
time of open and show a map with the 
closest location details.

This will update each time that the 
image is viewed, so as a subscriber 
travels around the city or even world, the 
map and location details will update.
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Email Client Targeting

Show correct calendar file and 
link based on the email client.  
This will make it one click to 
launch their calendar, directly 
from your email.
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VARIABLE BASED
IMAGES
- Show Product Images for Abandoned 
Cart, Recommended Products, Shipping 
Confirmation Emails

- Loyalty Rewards Options or Savings

- Interest based Images
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Loyalty Rewards and Deals

The value of the variable determines 
what image and link is used for each 
subscriber.
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Interaction Based Images

Image background changes 
based off of previous bets and 
includes name personalization.
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Client Specific Images

Show image inside of other images, 
either passed as a variable or through a 
API/CSV/Google Sheet.

Client Specific Image 
in Example



REAL TIME IMAGES
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- Images/Links determined at the time of open

- Live content updates based on current Day, Time 
or Location

- Real Time Examples
Weather
Stock Prices/Betting Odds
Flight Times/ Flight Deals
Inventory, Prices, Deals
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Real Time AB Split Tests

Test different images, products,
CTAs or text with one image URL.  All 
variants will change to the winning 
variant once determined.
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Live Inventory

Displays a unique offer for 
each subscriber based on 
past interest and current 
pricing options.
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Abandoned Cart

Display products left in cart that 
link to product for each purchasing
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Recommended Products

Show multiple product images, product 
names and description.
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Real-Time Updates

Bar graph updates in real time along 
with updating numbers to show goal 
progress.  Numbers pulled through a 
Google Sheet.
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- Temp is greater than 89 degrees

"It's Hot out there." 

with live temperature

- Snowing or less than 32 degrees 
"Escape to someplace warm.“

- Rain or clouds
"Find a Beach with 
your name on it.“

Live Weather Based on IP
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API Based Images

Image pulls in real time pricing 
and details for each subscriber, 
based on preferred using Origin 
and Destination variables.

Updates each time the image is 
viewed.



PERSONALIZATION WORKS!

- Each list is going to react differently to levels of personalization.

- You have to test to see what works for best for your list.

- Your subscriber’s time is a valuable resource. 
Don’t waste it! 

www.NiftyImages.com |    support@niftyimages.com

http://www.niftyimages.com/
mailto:support@niftyimages.com

